
7:00 AM CT Weather Forecast

Wednesday, May 15, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü High temperatures today near the upper 50s / 

low 60s F 

ü Lows will sit in the low 50s F THU AM

Wind/Clouds:
ü Clouds favored to move out around 9-10 AM 

leaving sunny conditions today.

ü Wind speeds at 10 – 15 mph this AM out of 

the NE. From 11 AM – 6 PM winds may pick 

up to 16-18 mph, then will decrease again 

after 6 PM to 5 – 10 mph out of the NNE.
ü Gusts near 20 mph possible around 12-4 PM.

All Clear 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

Anticipating dry conditions throughout the day today.  Watching for a low end drizzle risk early THU around 7 – 8 AM CT however threat is low.

Rain Totals: 

Not anticipating any rain today.

Dew/Frost: 

Dew formation on surfaces is favored for Thursday AM.



10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall Totals: Next 5 Days

ü THU: Scattered showers will work into the area THU late 
AM/early PM with exact timing still needing fine tuned. Risk is 

for this to come in PM and AM stays dry. 
ü FRI: Scattered showers to continue across the area FRI AM and 

early PM before exiting to the east. PM can slowly dry out with 
time, but isolated chances will remain

ü SAT: Likely dry for vast portion of the day. Isolated low-end 

afternoon showers/storms possible. Best chance for a dry day 
in the short term out of all other rain chance days.

ü SUN: AM Likely dry with an isolated chance for a shower. 
Watching then for for a cold front in the very PM to bring rain 
chances. 

ü MON: The cold front will begin SUN night and continue then 
through the AM of Monday. A dry PM is favored.

Temperatures:
ü Temps slightly cooler today. 

Expecting a gradual warm up 

from THU-SUN with temperatures 

returning to above normal by 

SUN. 

ü AM Lows consistently in the 50s. 

Clouds: 
ü THU/FRI: Cloudy skies enter late Thu AM with a mix of 

sun and clouds and potential clearing, especially on 
FRI PM. 

ü SAT/SUN: Partly cloudy outside of rain chances
ü MON: Overcast start to the day, then partly cloudy for 

the PM.

Winds: 
ü THU: Nothing too excessive noted with the wind gusts (<20 

mph gusts)

ü FRI/SAT: A few storms can produce gusts to 35 mph but 

outside of this winds generally look to remain at 20 mph or 

less 

ü SUN: A day that can trend slightly breezier with 20 -25 mph 

gusts possible 

ü MON: Gusts within cold front may reach ~30+ mph
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